
Name of Organization Gideon's Army Grassroots Army for Children

Grant Report Contact Person Rasheedat

Grant Report Contact Email Address

Grant Contact Phone (if different than
primary organization phone)

What is the total amount of grant(s)
received from Middle Tennessee
Emergency Response Fund, which this
report covers? 

127985.00

What balance, if any, do you have
remaining from Middle Tennessee
Emergency Response Fund grant(s)? 

0.00

If you have funds remaining, how long
before you expect them to be spent?

Week-10 Days

What portion of funds spent was on
staffing?

0

What portion of funds spent was on
administrative costs? (non-staff
operational costs: mileage, technology,
etc) 

0

What portion of funds spent was on
direct costs to support tornado
survivors? (food, cash assistance,
clothing, etc) 

100%

Did you hire/need to hire new staff (PT,
FT, temp) exclusively for tornado
recovery work?

yes

If you hired new staff, please indicate
how many.

1, PT



Please Indicate, if any, Organizations
You Collaborated With in Your Tornado
Recovery Efforts:

Please see this list of our main partnerships: 

Urban Campus Core, Howard Congregational Church, St. Paul Missionary
Baptist Church, Kingdom Cafe, Corinthian Baptist Church, Metro Police
Department, Pearl Cohn High School, Westwood Baptist Church, Little
Debbie Snack Cake, Nashville Food Project, DJ Wootson, Panake Pantry,
Texas Baptist Association, 24 Church, Sylvia Baptist Church, Prayer
Platoon, Curtis Wheeler Heating and Air, Pizza Hut, McDonalds, On the Go
Ministries, House of God, Chick-Fil-A, Northwest YMCA, McGruder Center,
Office of the Mayor, Citizen's Bank, Equity Alliance 

Indicate Where You Provided Tornado
Relief (County Level Detail):

Davidson

Please upload your completed version
of the excel spreadsheet provided in the
email requesting grant reporting. 

https://www.formstack.com/admin/download/file/13604615263

https://www.formstack.com/admin/download/file/13604615263


We know that disaster recovery can
place unexpected demands on an
organization’s capacity and we are
interested in learning more about the
challenges and demands your
organization may have experienced.
Please describe briefly any specific
demands your organization has dealt
with as the result of your tornado
recovery work?  In future disasters, how
best can the CFMT further support the
work of organizations serving disaster
victims beyond grantmaking?

The greatest challenge was being so immediately responsive during this
disaster and not understanding the city's approach to disaster recovery. 
Communication was not consistent, some groups were invited to meetings
at the Mayor's office while others were not included. The disaster recovery
organization brought in by the city was neither racially nor culturally
inclusive and people in our communities hesitated to engage with them. We
were able to work together and host an event to connect them with North
Nashville residents.    

Next, the funding process and knowing if we were going to receive funds
was a bit stressful and challenging.  The organizations that received funds
initially were great organizations that were really doing the work so we were
happy for those organizations.  We were just nervous that our demographic
of residents would be left out, mainly because of how Nashville ignored
North Nashville and Bordeaux during the flood. The great thing is that
CFMT was very accessible and responsive as they were also figuring out a
process and the challenge became less of a hinderance and more of an
opportunity to talk and connect.  We were grateful because all of the funds
given to us by the CFMT went directly to the people which was critical as
we went from a major local disaster into a devastating global pandemic.

The next challenge was team burnout. Doing violence interruption and
intervention work and making a powerfully charged pivot into tornado
recovery while our own homes were damaged was a great strain on our
team.  Some team members were also displaced as well as their mothers
and children. It was a lot of work and it took a lot to handle and coordinate
all that we did while also working to suppress community violence which
can soar in crisis situations like natural disasters. 

I truly believe the CFMT was an excellent partner and support. Amy Fair,
specifically, is truly a gem and is priceless. She understood the demands
we were facing and went the extra mile to be present.  We appreciate you,
Amy, and the CFMT team.

Name of the representative completing
this application:

Rasheedat Fetuga



MIDDLE TENNESSEE 2020‐2021 TORNADO EMERGENCY RESPONSE FUND 
GRANT REPORT

INSTRUCTIONS: Itemize the total expenditures including both administrative and direct expenses. The total should equal the amount of the grant you have spent to date.

Please state the dollar amount of ALL disaster relief funds received in total to date TOTAL AWARD TOTAL SPENT PENDING LEFTOVER
TOTAL $203,378.00 $203,378.00 $0.00 $0.00

IMMEDIATE RELIEF TOTAL SPENT # SERVED IN‐KIND VALUE (if any)
Short‐term Shelter and Temporary Housing $145,231.00 0 0
Utilities $17,973.82 0 0
Food Assistance  $17,723.52 0 0
Clothing & Hygiene Needs $2,447.13 0 0
Emergency Medical Needs (prescriptions, glasses, hearing aids, walkers, etc.) $1,280.63 0 0
Short‐term Financial Assistance/Direct Cash Support $0.00 0 0
Transportation (Bus Passes, Moving Expenses) $12,950.53 0 0
Clean‐up and Debris Removal $0.00 0 0
Home Furnishings, Furniture, and Appliances, etc. $5,771.37 0 0
Cash Gift Cards Provided $0.00 0 0
Other (please note description for other) $0.00 0 0

TOTAL $203,378.00 0 0
EMERGING/LONG‐TERM RECOVERY TOTAL SPENT # SERVED IN‐KIND VALUE (if any)
Case Management $0.00 0 0
Legal Services $0.00 0 0
Mental Health/Counseling $0.00 0 0
Permanent Housing $0.00 0 0
Rebuilding/Construction $0.00 0 0
Tree Planting/Beautification $0.00 0 0
Cash Gift Card Provided  $0.00 0 0
Other (please note description for other) $0.00 0 0

TOTAL $0.00 0 0
How many Households have you served in each ZIP code impacted by the Tornado? # of HOUSEHOLDS SERVED

37203 0
37206 0
37208 0
37214 0
37216 0
37218 0
37076 0
37087 0
37090 0
37122 0



MIDDLE TENNESSEE 2020‐2021 TORNADO EMERGENCY RESPONSE FUND 
GRANT REPORT

38501 0
38506 0
38544 0
Other  0

0
0

TOTAL 0

IN‐KIND OPPORTUNITIES for IMMEDIATE/EMERGING/LONG‐TERM RECOVERY # of Volunteers # of Hours IN‐KIND VALUE
Volunteer hours spent  0 0
Other In‐Kind Goods and Services  0 0

FROM A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE Estimate time: 
Mean Time to Recovery (MTTR) (When Recovery begins to Normal Operations Resume)

Cost:
Mental Health/Behavioral Counseling services provided $0.00
Additional dollars raised for your organization to assist with support beyond those given by 
The Community Foundation of Middle Tennessee  $0.00
Disaster Case Management  $0.00
Education $0.00
General Adminstration and Expenses $0.00
Other Purposes to Support the Tornado Efforts $0.00

TOTAL $0.00

Estimate the Cost per Household Served $0.00

Any additional comments: 
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